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Insurance Solutions Tailored to the Needs of International Businesses

CNA WorldPass® and CNA Passport® policies now feature CNA Paramount® property and general liability forms. By leveraging
the property and general liability coverages offered through CNA Paramount®, our package policy for mid-sized businesses,
CNA can provide consistency between your domestic and international coverage to offer a complete enterprise coverage
solution on behalf of the Insured.

Coverage highlights now offered in CNA
WorldPass® and CNA Passport® policies from
CNA include:
Business Travel Accidental Death & Dismemberment
•R
 edesigned to provide a complete and customizable 24/7
program for employees traveling around the world
•T
 rip-related Accidental Death and Dismemberment is now
automatically provided as a value-added coverage
• Increased limits are available, including medical limits
•B
 road scope of covered medical expenses, such as medical
care, services or treatment provided by a licensed physician
•C
 overage may be further enhanced to include trip-related
Medical Expense Benefit Coverage
•D
 efinition of Insured person broadened to include any
employees working outside of their country or domicile,
not just U.S. Nationals traveling overseas
•B
 usiness Travel Accident, Death & Dismemberment
Coverage applies to all Insured’s employees, their spouses
and dependent children

International Foreign Workers’ Compensation and
Employers Liability
•P
 olitical and Natural Catastrophe and Relocation Expense
coverage automatically included for employees traveling
overseas on business that may be impacted by either
political instability or natural disaster in a given country.
•P
 rovides coverage on a 24 hour/7 day a week basis for the
Insured’s employees from the time they leave the country
until they return safely from international travel

CNA Paramount®
By leveraging CNA Paramount® property and general liability
forms, clients have access to a modular, streamlined and
intuitive policy, allowing for the combination of industryspecific endorsements with specialized coverages, and
tailored limits that make it easy to create a customized
insurance package.
• Industry-specific extension endorsements make it easier to
tailor coverages
•B
 asket of property coverages offered under a single limit at
no additional charge
•C
 onsistent and concise coverage language in a modern
and professional design means a cleaner and easier-tounderstand policy form

INTERNATIONAL

Get greater peace of mind with value-added
travel assistance.

Superior claim handling, around the world,
around the clock

CNA Companion Services® provides emergency medical,
personal, legal and travel-assistance services to any CNA
WorldPass® or CNA Passport® insured traveler leaving the
country on business. Services are available to you 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, from anywhere in the world via
an international, toll-free telephone number, fax, or
the Companion Services portal plus the mobile app on a
smart phone.

Consistent and seamless from claim reporting to resolution—
that’s the CNA approach to claim handling. Beginning with
just one phone call to report a claim, available 24/7, your
claim is promptly assigned to a highly experienced claim
professional specialized in handling claims for your line
of business. We have a long and compelling track record
of helping customers get their businesses up and running
quickly and with as little disruption as possible.

More than just a policy ... International Claims
and Risk Control expertise

Rely on our stability and financial strength.

Preventing losses saves money in every currency. No matter
where businesses are, with CNA they have access to certified
Risk Control professionals, risk-mitigation programs and
online resources that can protect against exposures that could
disrupt operations. Our experienced Risk Control consultants
have in-depth knowledge and understanding of local laws,
regulations and issues. With multinational Risk Control
representation, CNA has the capability to provide services
that grow to adapt to customers’ needs as they expand.

For more than 100 years, CNA has provided reliable
coverages for a wide range of businesses. With an “A” rating
for financial strength by A.M. Best, we provide greater peace
of mind, so you can conduct business with greater confidence
both here and abroad.

When it comes to simplifying the approach
to managing your international risks …
we can show you more.®

For more information, contact your local underwriter
or visit www.cna.com/international.
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